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Auto features in defined contribution pension
plans, like auto-enrollment, have a large short-
run effect on participation and contribution rates
(Madrian and Shea 2001). However, a growing
literature finds that auto features may have only
a modest average impact in the long run.1

In this paper, we show that if households have
present bias,2 auto-enrollment is predicted to
have a positive causal impact on savings in the
defined contribution savings plan at the house-
hold’s current employer. However, with suf-
ficient present bias, the positive effect on cur-
rent/proximate savings will be partially or even
fully dissipated before retirement.

We provide a model that highlights two key
channels that drive these opposing effects. First,
present bias engenders procrastination, which
leads households to stick with auto-enrollment
defaults (Carroll et al. 1997). However, present
bias also engenders over-consumption. Separa-
tion from an employer generates a rollover of
401(k) balances to an IRA account. Rollover
IRA accounts are more liquid than 401(k) ac-
counts. Distributions from an IRA are allowed
for any reason, can fully deplete the IRA, and are
penalty-free for some categories of spending3 or
if the beneficiary is over age 59 1

2 . Even when the
standard 10% early withdrawal penalty does ap-
ply to an IRA distribution, households with suf-
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2See Strotz (1955) and Laibson (1997) for intra-personal,
and Phelps and Pollak (1968) for intergenerational, present bias.

3Examples of penalty-free withdrawals include educational
expenses, home buying/building, and medical expenditures.

ficient present bias will be willing to partially or
fully deplete these accounts before retirement.4

Without present bias (i.e., when the dis-
count function is exponential), our illustra-
tive/toy model generates no auto-enrollment
savings effects and no follow-on leakage effects.
Auto-enrollment doesn’t affect equilibrium out-
comes in our exponential model because we
assume, for illustrative purposes, vanishingly
small transactions costs for changing one’s con-
tribution rate in a 401(k) plan.

In contrast, we show that present-biased
agents may be whipsawed by auto-enrollment.
They follow their employer’s default while still
employed and then spend some or all of the new
savings after they separate from their employer
and the savings becomes more liquid.

I. Model

We present a model that illustrates why
present bias makes auto-enrollment effective at
one’s current employer but also partially or fully
reverses these effects in the long run due to
pre-retirement distributions from the IRA. The
model is stylized to highlight key mechanisms.

A. Preferences and Beliefs

We set the model in continuous time and as-
sume that households have present-biased pref-
erences. Specifically, the current self has a dis-
count function that puts full weight on utils ex-
perienced in the immediate present and weight
βe−ρτ on utils experienced at delay τ > 0.
When 0 < β < 1, this is the instantaneous grati-
fication model (Harris and Laibson 2011), which
provides a tractable way of capturing present
bias in continuous time and closely approxi-
mates the quantitative effects of present bias in
discrete time (Laibson and Maxted 2022). In
this notation, β is the present bias parameter and

4See Argento et al. (2013) for evidence on leakage.
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ρ is the long-run discount rate. For the special
case β = 1, this discount function is exponential.

We will study the case of fully naive beliefs
(Strotz 1955, Akerlof 1991, O’Donoghue and
Rabin 1999), where the household believes fu-
ture selves will choose as if they have discount
functions with β = 1. If we were to assume par-
tial sophistication, equilibrium behavior would
change in some ways, but the general conclusion
would remain the same: auto-enrollment would
have a large short-run effect and a modest long-
run effect on wealth formation. With complete
sophistication about future β , auto-enrollment
would have little effect at any horizon.

To simplify exposition, we describe the case
in which flow utility is the natural log of con-
sumption, but the analysis generalizes to any
constant relative risk aversion utility function.

B. Income and the Household Balance Sheet

The household cycles through N employment
spells that each have duration T , with no gaps
between spells, implying a total working life
of NT years. During employment, the house-
hold receives income flow y. After working
life, the household begins retirement, which is
assumed to be infinitely long. During retire-
ment, the household receives exogenous ‘labor’
income flow yR (i.e., social security and/or some
other defined benefit pension). As we explain
next, the household can supplement retirement
income with distributions from savings.

The household has access to three kinds of ac-
counts, each of which has real return r:

1. A fully illiquid workplace retirement ac-
count with balance z(t), which is modeled to
capture the key properties of a 401(k) or similar
employer-based defined contribution account.
Contributions to this account are voluntary, and
employee contributions up to m fraction of in-
come earn matching contributions at a rate M.5

We will study two cases: (i) employees are au-
tomatically enrolled at savings rate s = sD when
they start a new employment spell, and (ii) em-
ployees have a default savings rate s = 0 and
need to opt into this account if they want a non-
zero savings rate. We assume that workers must
pay a lumpy effort cost E to change their savings

5In the United States, the most common DC configuration in
2020 is m = 0.06 and M = 0.5. See Vanguard (2021, p. 21).

rate away from the default. To highlight the role
of lumpy utility costs in models of present bias,
we follow Laibson, Maxted and Moll (2021)
and study the case where E is vanishingly small
but strictly positive.6 The dynamic budget con-
straint for z is given by ż = sy+ rz during em-
ployment spells. At the end of each employment
spell, z drops discretely back to zero because we
assume that the funds from account z are rolled
over to an individual retirement account, which
we discuss next.

2. A partially illiquid individual retire-
ment account (IRA) that automatically receives
rollovers from workplace retirement accounts
after each employment spell ends.7 The IRA has
an early withdrawal penalty of p > 0. Specifi-
cally, if funds are distributed from this account
before retirement, the agent receives 1− p dol-
lars for every dollar distributed. During retire-
ment, there is no early withdrawal penalty from
the IRA. We use w(t) to denote the balance in
this account. Whenever an employee leaves an
employer, w jumps up discretely by amount z.
Excluding these jump events, the dynamic bud-
get constraint for w is given by ẇ = −d + rw,
where d represents the flow of distributions.

3. A liquid savings account with a weakly pos-
itive balance (i.e., no borrowing). If the agent
begins economic life with no funds in this ac-
count, for the cases that we discuss below the
liquid savings account is weakly dominated on
the equilibrium path.8

In summary, WLOG we assume the house-
hold chooses to do its accumulation and decu-
mulation exclusively using the two retirement
accounts: the defined contribution account, z(t),
and the rollover IRA, w(t). On the equilibrium
path, total financial wealth is given by the sum
z(t)+w(t). During working life, flow consump-
tion is c(t) = y(1− s)+ d(t)(1− p); during re-

6Because our model has no uncertainty, the existence of the
match and a vanishingly small enrollment cost makes account z
economically dominate outside savings accounts.

7In 2020 slightly more than half of the 401(k) accounts of
employees who separated were either distributed as cash payouts
at separation or rolled over within that calendar year (Vanguard
2021 p. 109). If a 401(k) balance at separation is under $1,000
an employer can compel a cash distribution. If a 401(k) balance
is between $1,000 and $5,000 an employer can compel an IRA
rollover.

8In richer economic settings, a liquid savings account would
serve as a source of high frequency liquidity.
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tirement, flow consumption is c(t) = yR +d(t).
For expositional simplicity we assume: the

interest rate equals the long-run discount rate
(r = ρ) and u′(y)> βu′(yR).

9

II. Equilibrium for an Exponential Household

We first study the case β = 1. We begin by
assuming that the plan has an opt-in structure.
To simplify exposition, assume that exogenous
retirement income, yR, and the match thresh-
old, m, are sufficiently small that it is optimal
for the exponential agent to save during work-
ing life at a rate greater than the match threshold
m.10 In equilibrium, the Euler Equation with ln
utility implies ċ

c = (r−ρ) = 0. Because the ex-
ponential agent never pays an early withdrawal
penalty, equilibrium consumption is

c = ρ

[∫ NT

0
(1+mM)ye−rτdτ +

∫
∞

NT
yRe−rτdτ

]
.

Consumption does not change between working
life and retirement.

To generate a quantitative benchmark, cali-
brate ρ = r = 0.01, N = 10, T = 5, y = 1, m =
0.06, M = 0.50, and yR = 2

3 y. In equilibrium, the
constant consumption level will be 0.81× y and
the stock of wealth at retirement will be 14× y
(see Appendix for calculations).

Because the effort cost of changing one’s sav-
ings rate is arbitrarily small, this equilibrium is
not affected by the default savings rate in the
workplace retirement account; that is, automatic
enrollment has no impact when β = 1.

III. Equilibrium with Present Bias

We start with an opt-in regime for the em-
ployer’s retirement savings plan. With naive
beliefs, the household predicts that it will join
the retirement savings plan in the immediate fu-
ture, but it fails to implement this plan because
(lumpy) effort cost E is paid in the immediate
present and it is preferable for a household to
postpone this effort cost to the immediate future
when it will be discounted with factor β . The

9With these assumptions, the decline in income at retirement
is modest enough that a present-biased household won’t save for
retirement in a frictionless economy, but the household may save
if their employer adopts a DC pension.

10See the Appendix for the necessary inequality.

cost of postponement is perceived to be propor-
tional to dt and the benefit of postponement is
perceived to be a stock of utils: (1− β )e. Ac-
cordingly, the (naive) household keeps postpon-
ing and never enrolls in the retirement savings
plan (and also never saves in the liquid asset be-
cause u′(y)> βu′(yR)), so the household retires
with no savings. Consumption is equal to y dur-
ing working life and yR in retirement.

Under auto-enrollment (i.e., opt-out), the
household remains at the auto-enrollment de-
fault savings rate for the same reason that the
household remains at the 0 savings rate in the
opt-in regime; the household expects that it will
optimize in the immediate future but never actu-
ally does so. The differential equation for work-
place retirement savings is ż = sDy+ rz. Before
retirement, the household has flow consumption
c(t) = (1− sD)y when the IRA has no balance:
w(t) = 0.

When w(t) > 0, the household will use the
following Euler Equation system to choose con-
sumption. In this system, notional consumption
levels ĉ, c∗, and c∗∗ are used as inputs for the
calculation of equilibrium consumption, c.

The first equation establishes the level of per-
manent income, which is what the household
mistakenly expects future selves to consume:

ĉ(t) = ρ [h(t)+ z(t)+w(t)] ,

where h(t) is the time-t present value of labor
income (y), matching contributions, and exoge-
nous retirement income (yR). Note that ĉ(t)≥ yR
(see Appendix).

The second equation establishes the relation-
ship between permanent income (ĉ) and actual
consumption if consumption is being funded (at
the margin) by early withdrawals from the IRA:

(1− p)u′(c∗(t)) = β u′(ĉ(t)).

If c∗(t) < y(1 − sD), then a different Euler
Equation emerges because the household does
not need to dissave from the IRA to consume at
least flow c∗(t). Accordingly, the penalty term
drops from the Euler Equation:

u′(c∗∗(t))≥ β u′(ĉ(t)).

Because we assumed that u′(y) > βu′(yR), it
will always be the case that c∗∗(t) is equal to
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the upper bound for consumption when distribu-
tions are not being taken from the IRA rollover:
y(1− sD). It follows that in equilibrium,

c(t) = max{c∗(t), y(1− sD)}.

These four equations characterize consump-
tion when the household has a non-zero IRA bal-
ance. With sufficiently low values of β the con-
sumption path has a saw-toothed pattern, with
consumption temporarily rising after each em-
ployment separation, when rollovers from rela-
tively illiquid 401(k)s to relatively liquid IRAs
generate transitory surges in consumption.

Figure 1 illustrates the consumption path (us-
ing the earlier calibration) for a present-biased
household with β = 0.65. In this toy model, the
household experiences a consumption surge af-
ter each of the first six (five-year) employment
spells; the first five surges are large enough to
fully deplete the household’s IRA rollover ac-
count (until the next separation repopulates the
rollover account). Starting with the employment
spell that begins at age 50, the household avoids
decumulating all of its IRA rollover wealth dur-
ing each employment spell; the household rec-
ognizes that its stock of wealth is lower than it
had anticipated it would be, so the retirement
savings motive is strengthening.11

FIGURE 1: CONSUMPTION IN EXPONENTIAL
CASE (DASHED FLAT LINE), PRESENT BIAS
WITHOUT AUTO-ENROLLMENT (DOTTED LINE
WITH AGE-70 CLIFF), AND PRESENT BIAS
WITH AUTO-ENROLLMENT (SAWTOOTH).

11The jump up at retirement (age 70) reflects two forces: (i)
the release of funds from the last employer’s 401(k) plan, and
(ii) the elimination of the early withdrawal penalty. (In the U.S.,
the early withdrawal penalty actually ends at age 59 1

2 .)

A. Sufficient condition for complete leakage

Complete leakage is a draw down of all IRA
balances before the end of the household’s final
employment spell. In the appendix we derive
a sufficient condition for complete leakage. We
present an approximation, which matches to two
significant digits for our calibration:

β ≤
(

1− p
1+mM

)(
yR

y

)
.

The model predicts that households with a β

value below this threshold (β = 0.58 in our
calibration) will completely dissave their IRA
rollover balances from their first N −1 employ-
ment spells. The only wealth that has not been
spent by the time the household reaches retire-
ment is the (default-based) 401(k) savings gen-
erated during their final employment spell.

The higher the penalty for early withdrawal,
the lower β must be to generate penalty-based
withdrawals from a rollover IRA. The higher
the matching funds, mM, the lower the thresh-
old for β , simply because more funds are in the
IRA rollover (requiring a greater flow of pre-
retirement distributions to achieve full deple-
tion). The higher the labor-income replacement
ratio, yR

y , the higher the β threshold, because the
motive for retirement saving is lower, thereby in-
creasing willingness to take distributions.

B. Sufficient condition for some leakage

In the appendix we also provide a sufficient
condition for partial leakage. If

β <

(
1− p
1− sD

)(
ĉ(t)

y

)
,

then the household will spend at least some of
its IRA wealth early in life. This sufficient con-
dition is less stringent (admitting higher values
of β than the first bound) because early in life,
households believe that they are going to be suc-
cessful savers going forward and accordingly are
more willing to spend IRA savings (anticipating
that they won’t have a pressing need for those
savings later in life).

The higher the auto-enrollment default sav-
ings rate, sD, the higher the threshold value of
β because a high default savings rate lowers re-
sources for immediate consumption and elevates
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marginal utility, thereby increasing the motive
for spending from a rollover IRA.

In the United States, the penalty for early
withdrawals is p = 0.10, and the modal default
savings rate is sD = 0.03.12 Using our calibra-
tion with t close to 0, the bound for β is 0.75.
In other words, in our model, households with
β < 0.75 will leak at least some of their defined
contribution accumulation before retirement.13

IV. Conclusion

In a model with exponential discounting and
small transactions costs, the introduction of
auto-enrollment does not cause defined contri-
bution savings behavior to change. However,
in a model with present bias and naive beliefs,
auto-enrollment substantially changes equilib-
rium behavior, causing employees to stick with
the default savings rate. Because of present
bias, households may leak savings from their
rollover IRA. For households with sufficiently
low (but empirically plausible) β values, leak-
age will cause a complete draw-down of their
IRA rollover accounts before they reach retire-
ment. Specifically, they will enter retirement
only with defined contribution wealth accumu-
lated at their last employer.

This highly stylized analysis illustrates the
potentially adverse role that IRA liquidity may
have in the U.S. savings system. If defined con-
tributions were fully illiquid (like the systems
in many other countries14), then retirement sav-
ings could not leak out before retirement.15 In
the stylized setting of our model with no uncer-
tainty, retirement account illiquidity would not
reduce households’ willingness to make contri-
butions in the first place because they don’t ex-
pect to draw on those assets before retirement.
Accordingly, the first-best could be obtained
simply by making IRAs fully illiquid with com-
pulsory annuitization. In more realistic models
with spending shocks (e.g., unexpected medical
costs), liquidity could play a constructive role.

12Data from 2020 reported by Vanguard (2021 p. 28).
13Our model assumes u′(y) ≥ βu′(yR), which implies β ≤

2
3 , because we calibrate yR = 2

3 . Hence, in our calibration all
households leak some of their IRA wealth. This would not be
the case with a sufficiently high penalty for early withdrawals.

14See Beshears et al. (2015).
15However, see Maxted (2020) for a framework where house-

holds never hit liquidity constraints because they can always ac-
cess an increasingly costly borrowing margin.
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